
          SUNDAY, 27/08/23 

 

C1 - PRIX MAURICE PRAT - 2300m (a1 7/16m) - TURF - Divised Handicap - 

Class 3 - Flat - EUR € 20.000  

 
1. MOON DREAM - Disappointing last run when tenth on the PSF. Picked up two handicaps on 
the turf before that. Tougher task under a penalty back in a handicap but is not out of it 

2. MEXICAN DREAM - More than a year since her last win but has been very consistent and and 
is distance suited. She should contest the finish 

3. KALINQA - Disappointing last run when ninth in a handicap. Distance suited and is capable of 
betetr but is probably best watched this time 

4. COBRECES - More than a year since his last win and has only been modest of late. Needs to 
fins a few lengths to win 

5. HARIASA - Has lost her way this year and she ahs been well beaten in her last two handicaps. 
Needs to find a few lengths to win 

6. TEMPLE GATE - Both wins have been on the PSF but did run well when runner-up in a 
handicap last time out on the turf and can go one better 

7. SELLY - Seems anchored by thr penlaty she received for her win in April. Fair form and can 
contest the finish again 

8. CHIEF OF STALL - Much improved last run when winning a handicap at Dax over 2100m. 
Carries a 2.4kg penalty for last win and is clearly not out of it 

9. DOWN TOWN - A bit unreliable but did win over this distance at Dax last time out. Carries a 
o,5kg penlaty for that win and deserves respect for that win 

10. GRISGRISES - He has won at this course but he has also been a disappointment this year 
and was well beaten in two handicaps of late. Others are preferred 

11. JOSHUA'S SPIRIT - His last win was on the flat in 2021.  Eighth in handicap when returning 
from a break last time out and others are preferred 

Summary : TEMPLE GATE (6) showed improvement when runner-up over a similar distance last 
time out in a handicap and can go one better. MEXICAN DREAM (2) has been very consistent 
this year and deserves a win. She should be right there at the finish once again. CHIEF OF 
STALL (8) seems to be improving and is coming off a nice win so could overcome a penlaty for 
that win. SELLY (7) needs to do more this time to win but can contest the finish. 

SELECTIONS 

TEMPLE GATE (6) - MEXICAN DREAM (2) - CHIEF OF STALL (8) - SELLY (7) 



          SUNDAY, 27/08/23 

C2 - PRIX DES PINS - 2300m (a1 7/16m) - TURF - Divised Handicap - Class 

4 - Flat - EUR € 16.000  

 
1. VERBENA - Disappointing last run when eighth in a claimer. Did better in two claimers before 
that and can contest the finish in a weak race 

2. JIMOON DE BOZOULS - Disappointing in his two starts this year as he was well beaten both 
times in handicaps. Others are much preferred 

3. BEAUMONT EN AUGE - He has won both his flat runs contested this year. Has to do more 
this time in a handicap but he does deserve resspect 

4. AGAMEMNON - On a very long losing streak since only win but was third in a handicap last 
time out and can do even better this time 

5. FIAMELCA DOLOISE - On a long losing streak but she did run well when fourth last time out 
and is capable of winning a handicap off her current mark 

6. PEDRAZA LESCRIBAA - Third in a claimer last time out. Has won twice this year but has only 
been fair in recent handicaps. Place chance 

7. TREMONT - Unreliable since last win but is best on the turf these days and he was not 
disgraced when fourth in a handicap over thsi distance in his penultimate start. Go close 

8. EVINERUDE - Has yet to win a race after 34 starts. In fair form on the PSF of late and he is 
always capable of earning some money 

9. VIENTIANE - Disappointing in four starts since winning a handicap over much further. Capable 
of bouncing back to score if in the mood 

10. CAVANI KAIZEN - Has yet to win a race and was well beaten in his last run. Fair form before 
that and is capable of earning some minor money 

11. PATNA DREAM - Much improved last run when runner-up over 2600m last time out but is 
unreliable and it has been a long time since last win. Might place 

12. LOUVE DANCER - Has not won a race in 88 starts. He has struggled in his last two 
handicaps but is capable of earning some minor money when at his best 

Summary : A very weak race and it is hard to rule many out of it. FIAMELCA DOLOISE (5) 
indicated she might be ready to score with a good fourth last time out. AGAMEMNON (4) was 
third in a handicap last time out and could be ready to break a long losing run. VERBENA (1) 
could be betetr than the last run would suggest and can do better in a handicap. TREMONT (7) is 
unreliable but could be a threat in this line-up. 

SELECTIONS 

FIAMELCA DOLOISE (5) - AGAMEMNON (4) - VERBENA (1) - TREMONT (7) 



          SUNDAY, 27/08/23 

C3 - PRIX FLIPPER - WATHBA STALLIONS CUP - 2100m (a1 5/16m) - 

TURF - Condition Race - Flat - EUR € 18.000  

 
1. NAH'ASH AL SHAHANIA - Not disgraced when fifth on debut and did even betetr when 
runner-up in his second start. Steps up in distance but has a winning chance 

2. AL ZEER - Not disgraced when fifth on debut and improved in his second start when runner-up 
and ahead of rival in this MOLFIT (3). Should fight out the finish 

3. MOLFIT - A good third on debut over 2400m earlier this month and should be smarter this 
time. Can win 

4. KENLOU - Fair fourth on debut over a similar distance in June. This is a tougher task but he 
can earn some money 

5. BELGARO - He did not show much when ninth on debut earlier this moneth. Capable of 
improvement but others are preferred 

6. SAABIR - Showed soem promise when third on debut over 1900m last month. Tries further but 
should improve and is clearly not out of it 

7. AL ZWAIR - A three-year-old colt by TM Fred Texas out of Zenhobie who is making his debut. 
Watch the betting 

8. KIF STAR - A three-year-old colt by Sir Bani Yas out of Araba Star. Has been suppplemented 
for the race so watch the betting 

9. KOYAN DE CARRERE - A three-year-old colt by Nieshan out of Oualidia Du Bac who is 
making his debut. Watch the betting 

10. AL NATI UP - A three-year-old colt by Al Mamun Monlau out of Natica De Pompadour who is 
making his debut. Watch the betting 

11. ECLIPSE DU SOLEIL - A three-year-old colt by Munjiz out of Theeba who is making his 
debut. Watch the betting 

12. JAGMAN AA - A three-year-old colt by Burning Sand out of Triumphs Pearl who is making 
his debut. Watch the betting 

13. MAZADI DE PIBOUL - A three-year-old colt by Azadi out of Myss de Piboul who is making 
his debut. Watch the betting 

14. DA'AHI - A three-year-old colt by Dariya out of Maha Bibi who is making his debut. Watch the 
betting 

Summary : MOLFIT (3) was behind rival AL ZEER (2) when they met last time out. It was a 
debut by MOLFIT (3) and he may well improve past that rival this time. It cannot be guaranteed 
though and AL ZEER (2) did show he is improving when runner-up thqat day and can go one 
better this time. NAH'ASH AL SHAHANIA (1) is improving and tries further this time and has a 
winning chance. SAABIR (6) showed some promise when third on debut and is clearly not out of 
it. 

SELECTIONS 

MOLFIT (3) - AL ZEER (2) - NAH'ASH AL SHAHANIA (1) - SAABIR (6) 



          SUNDAY, 27/08/23 

C4 - PRIX VELOX - 2100m (a1 5/16m) - TURF - Condition Race - Flat - EUR 

€ 15.500  

 
1. FIREBIRD DU PECOS AA - Has improved with each runand was runner-up over a similar 
distance earlier this month. Can fight out the finish yet again 

2. KERRWOOD PONTADOUR AA - Did not show much when tenth over this distance on debut 
last month. Capable of improvement and should do better this time 

3. AURIO AA - Not disgraced when fourth on debut over 2000m earlier this year. Returns from a 
break but has a winning chance if fit 

4. KALHIANA AA - A three-year-old filly by Johnny Barnes out of Full Ambition who is making 
her debut. Watch the betting 

5. FANCY DU PECOS AA - A three-year-old filly by Castle du Berlais out of Fugees du Pecos 
who is making her debut. Watch the betting 

6. KISSME DE LA BRUNIE AA - A three-year-old filly by Nicaron out of Altica de la Brunie who is 
making her dbeut. Watch the betting 

7. NOCES D'EMERAUDE AA - A three-year-old filly by Jeu St Eloi out of Noces d'Or at Estivaux 
who has been supplemented for this race and could be ready to score 

8. DONA CORSICA AA - Improving and was runner-up over this distance last month. She can go 
one betetr this time 

9. KAPRISKA AA - A three-year-old filly by Panis out of Vareska who has been supplemented for 
this race and could bea ready to win 

10. KHANLION GRIS AA - A three-year-old colt by Nombre Premier out of Dearlionne who is 
making his debut. Watch the betting 

11. KARAMEL DE BERSAC AA - A three-year-old colt by Paban De France Aa out of Altesse de 
Bersac who is making his debut. Watch the betting 

12. GAYABAN UP AA - Not disgraced when sixth on debut over this distance at Dax last month. 
Capable of improvement and could earn some money 

13. KALIBLUE AA - A three-year-old filly by Worthadd out of Maliblue du Tounut who is making 
her debut. Watch the betting 

14. KRISTALINE DE TANUES AA - Did not show much on debut when seventh. Capable of 
improvement but this looks a tougher race 

Summary : DONA CORSICA AA (8) is improving and was runner-up over this distance last time 
out and should go one better this time. FIREBIRD DU PECOS AA (1) has improved with each 
runa nd was runner-up last time out. She should be right there at the finish yet again. AURIO AA 
(3) returns from a break but showed promise on his debut and has a winning chance. NOCES 
D'EMERAUDE AA (7) has been supplemented for her debut and could beready to win. 

SELECTIONS 

DONA CORSICA AA (8) - FIREBIRD DU PECOS AA (1) - AURIO AA (3) - NOCES 

D'EMERAUDE AA (7) 



          SUNDAY, 27/08/23 

C5 - PRIX MONA LISA - WATHBA STALLIONS CUP - 2100m (a1 5/16m) - 

TURF - Condition Race - Flat - EUR € 18.000  

 
1. AL AMARAH - Did not show much when eighth on debut over 1900m last month. Can improve 
but may be ebst watched this time 

2. MEZNAH - Only modest in her debut last month when tenth. Capable of improvement and will 
do better this time 

3. KELLE STAR - Did not show much when ninth on debut over 1900m last month. Capable of 
improvement but others are preferred 

4. SAND STORM AA - Not disgraced when fifth on her debut over 1400m. Likely to like this 
longer distance and can go close to winnning with improvement expected 

5. DJEDAHESS - Seventh on her debut over 1900m last month. Capable of improvement and 
could play a minor role 

6. KAMALFA DE BOZOULS - Did not show much when ninth on debut in June. Capable of 
improvement but others are preferred 

7. ENVY - Did not show much on debut but she has improved since then with two fair runs. 
Holding form and has a winning chance 

8. AGRIPPINE DU PAON - Has not shown much in her two starst over 1400m. Steps up in 
distance and could improve but is best watched this time 

9. PERFECTA AL ASHAI - A three-year-old filly by No Risk Al Maury out of Selketh who is 
making her dbeut. Watch the betting 

10. MOURHEBAT AL SHAHANIA - A three-year-old filly by Jaafer Asf out of Margouia who is 
making her debut. Could be ready to score 

11. ALGHABRA - A three-year-old filly by Al Mourtajez out of Divine Class who is making her 
debut. Watch the betting 

12. MISS DAISY - A three-year-old filly by Al Mourtajez out of Brilliant Way who is making her 
debut. Watch the betting 

13. NOTE AL MAURY - A three-year-old filly by Munjiz out of No Worry Al Maury who is making 
her debut. Watch the betting 

14. MULAK - A three-year-old filly by Big Easy out of Shakrra who is making her debut. Watch 
the betting 

Summary : In a field of mainly runners making their debut it may pay to be with the experience of 
ENVY (7). She has shown improvement in her last two runs and could eb ready to score. SAND 
STORM AA (4) was not disgraced when fifth on debut and should like this longer distance. 
MOURHEBAT AL SHAHANIA (10) makes her debut but would not be a surprise winner. 
MEZNAH (2) could be better than her disappointing debut and could improve. 

SELECTIONS 

ENVY (7) - SAND STORM AA (4) - MOURHEBAT AL SHAHANIA (10) - MEZNAH (2) 



          SUNDAY, 27/08/23 

C6 - PRIX MONA LISA - WATHBA STALLIONS CUP - 2100m (a1 5/16m) - 

TURF - Condition Race - Flat - EUR € 18.000  

 
1. BINT ALARAB - Not disgraced when sixth on her debut over 1900m last month. Can improve 
and does have a place chance 

2. AMEERA AL SHAHANIA - A well beaten twelfth on debut over 1600m. Can improve trying this 
longer distance but others are preferred 

3. RB PARIS FLYGHT - A good third on debut over 1900m last month. Likely to be smarter and 
she is the one to beat 

4. JADAARA - Did not do much wehn well beaten and eleventh on debut over 1600m. Tries 
further and can improve but others are preferred 

5. AL AMBHRA - Fair third on debut but did not repeat when only seventh over 1400m last time 
out. Tries further and could be the surprise package of the race 

6. DIVANA CHICA - Not disgraced when fifth on her debut over 1900m last month. Can be 
smarter this time and contest the finish 

7. EMINENCE - Fair third on debut and was not disgraced when fourth last time out. Can contest 
ghe finish once again 

8. LAGTAIFIA - Modest eighth on debut but looks likely to improve on that this time and can 
contest the finish 

9. TALA'A - Showed wom promise when fourth on her debut over 1900m last month. Should 
improve and fight out the finish 

10. KINDA DE CARRERE - A three-year-old filly by Af Albahar out of Panita de Carrere who is 
making her debut. Watch the betting 

11. AL DAKHLAH - A three-year-old filly by  Al Mouwaffak out of Digama who is making her 
dbeut. Can score on debut 

12. SHEHRAZAD KB - A three-year-old filly by  Mu'azzaz out of Dalida who is making her debut. 
Watch the betting 

13. EMILIA DU SOLEIL - A three-year-old filly by Al Mamun Monlau out of Majdic du Soleil who 
is making her debut. Watch the betting 

14. KALY DE FAUST - A three-year-old filly by Madjani out of Scherazade Al Mels who is making 
her dbeut. Watch the betting 

Summary : RB PARIS FLYGHT (3) showed promise when third on debut and had a lot of these 
rivals behind her that day. She can improve and win this. LAGTAIFIA (8) is the one most likely to 
be a danger and she will improve on her debut eighth performance. TALA'A (9) ran well when 
fourth on debut and should do even better this time. EMINENCE (7) has run well twice and can 
also contest the finish. 

SELECTIONS 

RB PARIS FLYGHT (3) - LAGTAIFIA (8) - TALA'A (9) - EMINENCE (7) 



          SUNDAY, 27/08/23 

C7 - CRITERIUM DES LANDES - 1400m (a7f) - TURF - Condition Race - 

Class 2 - Flat - EUR € 22.000  

 
1. SARDEM - Not disgraced when fourth over this distance last time out. Won at this course 
before that and has a winning chance 

2. ZALACAIN - Unreliable but did show his best side when winning last time out over this 
distance. Supplemented for this race and can upset 

3. JONH SIX - Both wins were last year. Not as good this year and was only eighth last time out. 
Could play a minor role 

4. SINNERMAN - Improving and is coming off a nice handicap win. Distance suits and is clearly 
not out of it in this line-up 

5. FAMOSO - Has yet to win a race but is fit and has been in fair form of late. Third last time out 
over this distance and could play a minor role 

6. REVE DE VALLARSA - Might be at best over shorter but is in good form and won well in her 
penultimate start. Supplemented for this race and deserves respect 

7. WHISPERING DREAM - A bit of a disappointment when only fourth on the PSF last time out. 
Good form before that and can bounce back to score 

8. RUN AHEAD - Consistent since her only win in January. Distance suited and should contest 
the finish once again 

Summary : A competitive race. WHISPERING DREAM (7) was a bit of a disappointment when 
only fourth at Deauville alst time out but doe slook better than that run would suggest and can 
bounce back to score on the turf. REVE DE VALLARSA (6) has been supplemneted for this race 
and is good form over a shorter distance. RUN AHEAD (8) is distance suited and can contest the 
finish. SARDEM (1) has won at this course before and is not out of it. 

SELECTIONS 

WHISPERING DREAM (7) - REVE DE VALLARSA (6) - RUN AHEAD (8) - SARDEM (1) 



          SUNDAY, 27/08/23 

C8 - PRIX DES GARDENIAS - 1400m (a7f) - TURF - Claiming - Flat - EUR € 

15.000  

 
1. MUCHAS GRACIAS - A bit of a disappointment when only sixth in a claimer last time out. 
Supplemented for this race and has already won two claimers this year. Go close 

2. ACT OF GLORY - Won a claimer over this distane on debut and has run well twice since then. 
Can score back in a claimer 

3. GARDEN CHOP - Well beaten in a claimer last time out. Capable of betetr but does need to 
find a few lengths to win this race 

4. LAUFE CHOP - Was runner-up in his first claimer in his second start but has been 
disappointing in claimers since. Can earn some minor money 

5. SPEEDY RECORD - Fit and has run three fair races so far. First time in a claimer and he has a 
winning chance 

6. DABASIR - Has not shown much in his three starts so far and was well beaten in a claimer last 
time out. Others are preferred 

7. PORT GALLAND - A two-year-old gelding by American Devil out of La Garnerie who is making 
his debut. Watch the betting 

Summary : A claimer where only the first three selections look like they can win it. ACT OF 
GLORY (2) looks the one to be with after a winning debut ina  claiemr and two fair efforts sicne 
then. MUCHAS GRACIAS (1) has been supplemnetd for this race after a disappointing sixth-
place finish last time out. He has won two claimers already this year and should be a threat. 
SPEEDY RECORD (5) has not been disgraced in three starts and drops to a claimer so is an 
obvious danger. LAUFE CHOP (4) needs to do more to win this race but could earn some minor 
money. 

SELECTIONS 

ACT OF GLORY (2) - MUCHAS GRACIAS (1) - SPEEDY RECORD (5) - LAUFE CHOP (4) 



          SUNDAY, 27/08/23 

C9 - PRIX D'HOSSEGOR - 2300m (a1 7/16m) - TURF - Condition Race - 

Flat - EUR € 20.500  

 
1. FENG SHUI DU PECOS AA - Showed promise when winning twice in 2021including over this 
course and distance but has only been modest since. Might play a minor role 

2. EMERYS DE LARACHI AA - Won well on debut over this distance last year. Has been fair 
since and did win again in May. Deserves the utmost respect in this line-up 

3. CALINE DE CAJUS AA - On a long losing streak and is unreliable. Only eighth last time out 
and she needs to do more to win this race 

4. FIRST LADY TROIS AA - On a very long losing streak. Ninth in her comeback runa dn she 
may needs some more runs to get to peak fitness 

5. HALANDJILA AA - Has shown promise in her two starst so far and won well last time out. Fit 
and she can follow up 

6. MUSE AREDIENNE AA - Only win was in 2021 and she has run well over this course an 
distane but she has been well beaten in both starts this year. Can upset 

7. IRUN PONTADOUR AA - Only win was in 2021 but she ahs been in good form of late and is 
distance suited. Can contest the finish 

8. JOBURG PONTADOUR AA - Has yet to win a race but always gives of her best and she has 
been in good form over this distance over late. Can break the ice 

9. ISEULT DU PACS AA - Usually gives of her best but both of her wins were at Gramat. May 
like that course but deserves some respect in this line-up 

10. SIMPLEX HEROS AA - Showed promise when runner-up on debut. This could be a much 
tougher task but he does deserve respect for that run. Might place 

11. FLAMINGA DU PECOS AA - Has yet tow in a race after 12 attempts. Has run soem fair 
races though and is capable of earning some minor money 

Summary : HALANDJILA AA (5) has shown promise in her two starts so far and could score 
again but this lucky last race is a bit of a nightmare. EMERYS DE LARACHI AA (2) wins every 
now and then and does have a winning chance in this line-up. JOBURG PONTADOUR AA (8) 
has yet to win a race but is in good forma nd could finally crack the ice. IRUN PONTADOUR AA 
(7) last win in 2021 but is doing well at present and is clearly not out of it. 

SELECTIONS 

HALANDJILA AA (5) - EMERYS DE LARACHI AA (2) - JOBURG PONTADOUR AA (8) - 

IRUN PONTADOUR AA (7) 

 


